
Stephanie helps women uncover & heal the stuff from their past they don't even know
has been holding them back. Reclaim YOUR power and live the life of your dreams.
 
After a series of traumatic events that included her father’s death by suicide, and her
husband’s life-threatening illness, Stephanie had the stark realization that something
had to change and spent over 20 years researching holistic, natural, and scientific
proven ways to break free from the invisible bonds of anxiety. She dove into extensive
training programs and/or certifications in hypnosis, Emotional Freedom
Technique/Tapping, Neurolinguistics Programming, reiki, yoga and more.
 
Stephanie's career path has been built around communication starting as a celebrity
radio DJ “Stevie Knox” in south Florida. Starting a family and following her husband’s
radio career, which included moving across the country several times. Once they
settled down she opened a hypnosis practice which she successfully operated for 10
years and led to coaching, speaking, and her book Goodbye Anxiety, Hello Freedom.
Throughout the journey, she has accumulated a scientifically spiritual toolbox that is
intuitively incorporated into her work and her life.
 
Over the years she has dug into her unique toolbox to help 1000s of people from age 8
to 82 break free from the vise-like grip of anxiety and create life-changing and lasting
changes that allow them to say Goodbye Anxiety, Hello Freedom.
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The world has changed. Living in the time of COVID-19 requires
us to change too.
 
I feel like I've been waiting and learning to be prepared for this
moment in time and want to help countless people transform
trauma and anxiety into the strength and resilience that will be
necessary. 
 
To achieve this, I'll be sharing many of the healing techniques
I've gathered over the past 20+ years as well as a lifetime of
wisdom can be found under the Resources tab on my website,
new content will be added to the page regularly and shared on
social media so be sure to connect on all of the socials.
 
Additionally, every Friday at noon EDT I'll host a LIVE
complimentary webinar Resilience in Challenging Times, and be
available to answer questions.
 
The kindle version of my book Goodbye Anxiety, Hello
Freedom is available for $2.99 - this is the lowest price Amazon
will allow. The book contains 35 simple techniques to reduce
anxiety and create a lasting change.
 
A supportive hosted Facebook group Gratitude 365 where
members can receive support as well as support each other in a
safe community.
 
Blessings
 

When COVID-19 changed over lives overnight. I felt called to create and curate a series of free
resources that will help people put on their own mask first (literally) and overcome their
anxiety so they are able to courageously face a new level of uncertainty .
 

IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19

RESOURCES OF RESILIENCY
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“Stephanie delivered a presentation that
gave our members simple and practical
techniques to manage stress and build

emotional resilience. 
 

Participants found the content actionable
and easy to incorporate into everyday life.

She speaks from a place of experience and
is easy to relate to. Our members will be

taking these learnings back to their teams,
colleagues, friends and families.”

 

Megan Marksberry
Senior Manager, Programs &

Administration
Women in Cable

Telecommunications (WICT)

Visit 



Goodbye Anxiety, Hello Freedom may be small, but it contains years of experience, learning,
and results that Stephanie has had the blessing of bearing witness, in her life and the lives of
others, to the big shifts that happen through repetitive small changes. 
 
The book contains 35 different techniques gathered in a simple format. Since everyone has
their own specific brand of experiences that lead to anxiety, each of us needs to find our own
specific blend of resolution. The techniques are not attached in any way, they are organized in
alphabetical order so each reader can bring an open mind, an open heart, and try different
combinations to find the exact combination that works. 
 

GOODBYE ANXIETY,
HELLO FREEDOM
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How to Build Resilience and Overcome Anxiety

Throughout the years, these powerful techniques and exercises have inspired Stephanie
through several career transitions from celebrity radio DJ, to the proprietor of a successful
hypnosis practice for 10 years, to a coach, speaker, and author changing the lives of clients
and and speaking at inspirational and evolved business conferences, and small, intimate
transformational retreats.
 
Anxiety is NOT a life sentence, these 35 simple and empowering techniques bring calm, peace,
resiliency, and happiness to everyday life. You too can say “Goodbye Anxiety, Hello Freedom”!
 

YOU CAN OVERCOME ANXIETY

"As a publisher I have a
critical eye (I can’t help it),
this book is a great pocket

guide to fully tackling anxiety
at its core. If this is something

you struggle with, I assure
you this is worth the read."

 
Jenn T. Grace,
Publish Your

Purpose Press

Stephanie has spent more than 20 years researching
holistic, natural, and scientifically proven ways to do more
than “manage” or “cope with” anxiety. Taking it even
further, to truly break free from its vice-like grip. After
experiencing the power of achieving this in her own life,
she started to roll these strategies into the work she was
already doing with clients.  
 



STEPHANIE DALFONZO
SPEAKER | AUTHOR | INTEGRATIVE HYPNOTIST |  COACH
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Through coaching, speaking, and her book Goodbye Anxiety, Hello Freedom, Stephanie has
accumulated a scientifically spiritual toolbox that she intuitively incorporates into her work
and her life. Over the years she has dug into this toolbox to help 1000s of people from age 8 to
82 break free from the vise-like grip of anxiety and create life-changing and lasting changes
that allow them to leave their insidious fears and anxiety in the rear-view mirror.
 

SPEAKING & MEDIA

Walking into a crowded room without feeling like “Am I going to say the wrong thing?” 
Changing the story from self-abuse to being open to creating a joyful life
Trusting yourself and letting go of the nagging fear and the worry that is always lurking in the background

RECENT SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS,  INTERVIEWS,  MEDIA
As represented below, Stephanie has graced stages and is a frequent guest on a variety of
podcasts, media, and blogs.  Visit the Speaking/Media page of her website for more.

“Stephanie’s dedication to making a positive and powerful 
difference in her clients’ lives knows no bounds!” 

Debbie Phillips, Founder, Women on Fire®

ANXIETY DOES NOT NEED TO BE A L IFE SENTENCE
Change is possible and it does not need to be hard or painful. In fact, it is profoundly simple
and simply profound. Imagine...

https://stephaniedalfonzo.com/speaker/


What strategies can we use to help overcome stress and anxiety?
How does worry contribute to stress?
Is meditation different from mindfulness?
What are the effects of anxiety in the workplace?
How can parents break the pattern of passing down anxiety to the next generation?
Tell me more about how your brain can change to overcome anxiety?

POSSIBLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Resilience in Challenging Times
Goodbye Anxiety, Hello Freedom
Don't let the "What ifs" Hold You Back
How to Overcome Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) by Building Emotional Resilience
Parenting Anxious Children: Put Your Own Mask on First

SPEAKING TOPICS

SPEAKING TOPICS

AUDIENCE TAKEAWAYS
Learn profoundly simple techniques to stop the stress
response in its tracks.
Understand how to better manage stress for peak
performance.
Uncover new ways to feel energized and motivated
throughout the workday!
Identify the subtle signs of stress and overwhelm that hold
you back from achieving goals.
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“Stephanie is a firecracker!  She tells it like it is – She kept an audience of almost
200 on the edge of their seat. A true professional. Don’t let her get away.” 

Susan Murphy, Program Committee - Women’s Club of Danbury/New Fairfield

"Our board was delighted with
Stephanie's enlightening presentation.
Everyone in the room was so engaged
with her message and inspired by the
practical techniques provided to ease

anxiety and emotional stress.  
 

The Q & A provided a great opportunity for
members to ask specific questions and

gain personal insight.  
 

And, finally, her book 'Goodbye Anxiety,
Hello Freedom,' offered a step-by-step

guide to help everyone apply her expertise
to their everyday lives."

 

Angela Lowy
Wilton Women's Club
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CONNECT WITH STEPHANIE

STEPHANIEDALFONZO.COM

SD@STEPHANIEDALFONZO.COM

203-794-6186

@STEPHANIE.DALFONZO

@SDALFONZO

@STEPHANIEDALFONZO

@STEPHANIEDALFONZO
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